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When girl meets duke, their marriage breaks all the rules.... Since his return from war, the Duke of

Ashbury's to-do list has been short and anything but sweet: brooding, glowering, menacing London

ne'er-do-wells by night. Now there's a new item on the list. He needs an heir - which means he

needs a wife. When Emma Gladstone, a vicar's daughter turned seamstress, appears in his library

wearing a wedding gown, he decides on the spot that she'll do. His terms are simple: They will be

husband and wife by night only. No lights, no kissing. No questions about his battle scars. Last, and

most importantly...once she's pregnant with his heir, they need never share a bed again. But Emma

is no pushover. She has a few rules of her own: They will have dinner together every evening. With

conversation. And unlimited teasing. Last, and most importantly...once she's seen the man beneath

the scars, he can't stop her from falling in love.
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This book has it all. Even if you don't usually read historical romance, I bet you'll love this book,

because besides the romance (and yes, there is that!) the humour and the relationship between

these characters is priceless. It seems at first that Emma is the one with the humour and quirks, but

I soon realized that the Duke (I don't want to call him Ash for the same reasons Emma doesn't) is

having great fun being so curmudgeonly. If I could give this book more than 5 stars I would!

All of Tessa's books are wonderfully written, full of heart, emotion, and humor, and The Duchess

Deal is no exception. Ash and Emma felt like such real characters who you will immediately fall in



love with and root for. Ash's acerbic sense of humor appealed to the snarky side of my personality,

and you can see Tessa had such fun with this character. She wrote Regency Deadpool y'all! And as

for Emma, you can only admire her strength and resilience. The best thing about Tessa's books is

how relatable her heroines are. Emma has quirks and insecurities, and has moments of

awkwardness and feeling of not belonging. Who can't relate to that. But the magic is Tessa's heroes

don't fall in love with the heroine despite the quirks but because of them. That is the dream, isn't it?I

can't recommend this book highly enough!

The one thing that separates Tessa from other romance authors, is she always tends to have more

humorous plots. Ash was by far the funniest, tortured duke i've come across. And Emma was

perfect in character to match his royal moods. The dialogue betwn the 2 are quite entertaining,

definite good read for the night.

I eagerly waited for Tessa Dare's newest and was not disappointed. Witty dialogue, sweet romance,

low-angst, and a complimentary couple makes this another 5-star read!I LOVED it!

there are episodes of this author's justly celebrated humor and humanity. This is lighter fare than

some of her book but no less welcome.

I was recommended this book by people in my book group on FB and I can only say: THANK YOU!

It is fun. It is sweet and I even sheed a tear.Loved it!!!!

I do loved this book. The sweet story of ash and Emma will pull your heart. I cannot wait for more. I

would love a sequel.

The banter between the main characters kept me in stitches and there was just enough action to

stave off boredom. Definitely a fun way to spend a lazy Sunday afternoon.
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